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Business issues and challenges

IT14SD Data & Analytics Tool

Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) systems are generally not optimally configured to easily support

the performance of the IT14SD return.

Due to the system challenges, procedural challenges as well as general tax timing differences, clients

normally follow a manual process to perform the IT14SD return, which is time consuming, difficult and

almost impossible to reconcile.

KPMG solution

KPMG’s IT14SD Data Analytics Tool provides intelligent reconciliations with automated analysis for

easy identification of reconciling items and a faster response to IT14SD returns providing:

 Cost effective assurance to clients in order to provide a reconciliation to SARS

 Detailed VAT reconciliation performed for management purposes

 Assistance with controls and system configuration

 Unique drill down capabilities allow for detail transactional level review per GL account

 General ledger analysis per tax code used in the system

 Flexible platform allowing use across various service lines

Added value

By harnessing the power of the IT14SD tool, a

business is able to :

 Identify all reconciling items across the

different taxes more efficiently and

effectively.

 Process faster calculations with more

insights at transactional level

 Detailed reviews of reconciliations

 Better system controls review and

enhancements
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Contact us to see how Tax Technology 
can empower your business:
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